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The category of all topological spaces and continuous maps and its full subcategory of all 
To-spaces admit (up to isomorphism) precisely one structure of symmetric monoidal closed 
category (see [2]). In this paper we shall prove the same result for any epireflective subcategory 
of the category of topological spaces (particularly e.g. for the categories of Hausdorff spaces, 
regular spaces, Tychonoff spaces). 
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closed category tensor product filter space 
1. Preliminaries and notations 
All undefined terminology is that of [lo]. We shall always use the following 
notations: a(X, Y) denotes the set of all &-morphisms X-, Y, Set denotes the 
category of all sets and maps. If A, B are sets, M c A x B, a E A, b E B, then 
aM = {y E B: (a, y) E M} and Mb = {x E A: (x, b) E M}. D, denotes the discrete 
doubleton on the set (0, 1). Let A, B, C be sets, f: A x B + C a map. Then f* is the 
map A+ CB given byf*(a)(b) =f(a, b) f orall~~A,b~B.Ifg:A+C~isamap, 
then g, is the map A x B + C given by g,(a, 6) = g(u)(b) for all a E A, b E B. The 
term clopen means closed and open (simultaneously). 
Recall (see [ 121) that a triple (d, III, I-I) is said to be a closed category (a symmetric 
monoidal closed category in the sense of [6]) provided that (&, 0) is a symmetric 
monoidal category (see [12, p. 180]), H: tiop x ti -+ & is a functor (called an internal 
horn functor) and there exists a natural equivalence y = (-yABC.): &(A0 B, C) + 
&(A, H( B, C)). A tensor product is a symmetric monoidal structure extendable to 
a structure of closed category (= closed structure). 
Recall that a concrete category is a pair (YC, V) where Yt is a category and 
V: YC+ Set a faithful functor. 
1.1. Theorem ([14]). Let (Yl, V) be a concrete category with the following properties: 
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(1) For any constant map c: VA-+ VB there exists a Yt-morphism k: A-+ B with 
Vk = c. 
(2) For any bijection f: VA-+X there exists a YC-isomorphism s: A+ B with Vs =$ 
(3) There exists a x-object A with card VA 2 2. Then for any closed structure (0, 
G) on YC there exists a closed structure (0, H) on YC isomorphic with (0, G) with the 
following properties: 
(a) card VI = 1 where I is the unit of 0. 
(b) VAXVBC V(AU B) forallA, BEYt. 
(c) For any r, s: A 0 B + C, Vr 1 VA x VB = Vs 1 VA x VB implies that r = s. 
(d) V~og)IVAxVB=VfxVgforallf:A+C,g:B+D. 
(e) VH(B, C)=YC(B, C) for all B, CEYC 
(f) If y: Yt(A 0 B, C) + .%(A, H(B, C)) is the natural equivalence corresponding 
to (0, H), then Vy(r) =( Vr)* and Vy-l(s)/ VAX VB=( Vs), for all A, B, CEYL, 
rEYC(AU B, C) and SEY~(A, H(B, C)). 
If moreover, YC satisjies: 
(4) X c VA implies that there exists a Yt-morphism j: B + A such that VB = X and 
v(x) = x for each x E X. 
(5) For every YC-epimorphism g, Vg is a surjection, then 
(g) VA x VB = V(A q B) for any Yl-objects A, B. 
1.2. Definition. Let A be an infinite set, 5 a filter on A with n {F: FE 9} = 0 and 
a g A. Define a topology on A u {a} as follows: If U c A u {a}, then U is open if 
and only if U c A or U - {a} E 9. The obtained topological space is said to be a 
jilter space and denoted by (A, a, 9). If 9 is an ultrafilter, then (A, a, 9) is said to 
be an ultraspace. 
It is evident that all filter spaces are zerodimensional topological spaces. 
All subcategories will be assumed to be full and isomorphismclosed. 
2. Closed structures on epireflective subcategories of the category 9 of all topological 
spaces 
Recall (see [S, lo]) that a subcategory Op of 3 is said to be an epireflective 
subcategory of .Y provided that for any X E 9 there exists a T-epimorphism 
ax: X + A, with Ax E .& such that for any continuous map f: X + A with A E ti 
there is precisely one continous map g: Ax + A with g 0 a, =J: A subcategory d of 
F is epireflective if and only if J& is closed under the formation of F-products and 
subspaces. Any eprieflective subcategory d of Y is an initially structured category 
in the sense of [13], i.e. the forgetful functor U: d + Set is (epi, mono-source)- 
topological in the sense of [9]. Therefore the concepts quotient map, regular epi- 
morphism and extremal epimorphism coincide in d (see [ 131). 
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The category of all antidiscrete spaces and the category of all spaces with at most 
one element admit evidently precisely one structure of closed category and we shall 
call them (and only them) trivial. Any non-trival epireflective subcategory ti of the 
category y contains the category & of all zero-dimensional spaces (see [S]) and 
thus also all filter spaces. 
Let d be a non-trivial epireflective subcategory of 9, U: d+ Set a forgetful 
functor and X, YE &. Let yxy be the class of all maps f: UX x UY + UZ with 
2 E & such that f( a, . ): Y + Z, f( . , b): X + Z are continuous maps for each a E X, 
b E Y. Denote by X 0, Y the topological space (UX X UY, 7xy) where 7xy is the 
initial topology with respect to yxy. Since Yxy is a mono-source (the identity map 
UX x UY+ U(X x Y) belongs to yxu) the source Ju,, of all continuous maps 
f:XO, Y+Z such that Uf ELf xy is an extremal mono-source and therefore 
X @& Y belongs to & (see [lo]). On the other hand, for any non-trivial epireflec- 
tive subcategory & of 9 and X, YE d the identity map X 0, Y + X 0, Y is an 
d-reflection of X OS Y (the topology of the space X 0, Y is the known topology 
of separate continuity). Put f@,g = f xg for any f; g E d. Then O& is a tensor 
product on d (see e.g. [l, 3, 151). The corresponding internal horn functor [. , *Id 
is given as follows: For any X, YE &, [X, Yj& is the subspace of all continuous 
maps of the space Yux (the d-power of Y). For any d-morphisms f:X, + X, 
g: Y + Y,, If; g]&(t) = g 0 t 0 f for all t E [X, yl,. Evidently, [. , .ld is the restriction 
of [ * ) . ]y to s2z”p x d We shall prove that (O,, [. , .I&) is the only closed structure 
on any non-trivial epireflective subcategory ti of the category x 
The method of the proof of the main result is based on using filter spaces, 
particularly the class 9 of all N-in-complete filter spaces (see Definition 2.4.) and 
the space N* (the Alexandroff one-point compactification of the set N with the 
discrete topology). The filter spaces belong to any non-trivial epireflective sub- 
category Op of 3, for any filter spaces K, L K 0, L = K OS L and any closed 
structure (0, H) on d is uniquely determined by the values of the tensor product 
0 on 9 X2 (see Proposition 2.6.). Moreover, using the N-incompleteness we 
associate with any N-incomplete filter space a first-countable filter space and this 
allows to extend some results proved for N* to the corresponding results for any 
N-incomplete filter space, namely Proposition 2.18 to Proposition 2.24. Therefore 
we begin with proving N* 0 N* = N* 0, N* for any closed structure (0, H) on 
any non-trivial epireflective subcategory & of 5, and as a consequence we obtain 
that [N*, D]& = H( N*, D) for any non-empty discrete space D (Proposition 2.18.). 
This is then extended to the corresponding result [K, D]& = H(K, D) for any 
N-incomplete filter space K (Proposition 2.24.) which yields that the tensor products 
0, and cl coincide on 2 XT and therefore (0, H) = (O,&, [. , .],d). 
2.1. Proposition ([2]). Let K = (A, a, 9), L = (B, b, 3) be jilter spaces, clt, cl,, cl, 
the closure operations of the spaces K OS L, K, L respectively and M c (Au {a}) x 
(flu(b)). Then: 
(i) If (x, y) E B, then (x, y) E cl, M ifund only if (x, y) E M. 
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(ii) If y E B, then (a, y) E cl, M - M if and only if a E cl, My. 
(iii) 1fx E A, then (x, b) E cl, M - M if and only if b E cl, xM. 
(iv) (a, b)Ecl,MzfandonZyif(a, b)e M oraEclKMborbEclLaMora EC~~C 
whereC={x~A:b~cl,xM}orb~cl~DwhereD={y~B:a~~l~My}. 
2.2. Proposition. For any non-trivial epirejlective subcategory SQ of 5 and any Jilter 
spaces K, L, K O&L=K O,L. 
Proof. Since the identity map K O9 L+ K 0, L is an &-reflection of K 0~ L and 
the space K OS L is zerodimensional (see [ 11, the proof 6.41) and therefore belongs 
todweobtain KOYL=KO.dL. 0 
2.3. Conventions. (a) In the following & will always denote a non-trivial epireflective 
subcategory of the category 9 and U: ti + Set the forgetful functor. We shall often 
write X instead of UX and (0, [ a, .I) instead of (O,, [. , .],d). 
(b) All closed structures on ti will be assumed to satisfy the conditions (a)-(f) 
of Theorem 1.1. (without loss of generality, since d satisfies (l)-(3) of Theorem 1 .l.). 
(c) To avoid confusion, the symbol x will be reserved for the Cartesian product 
of sets (or classes) and the product in Y and other categories will be denoted by Cl. 
(d) To simplify notation we shall write cl A in X for the closure of the set A in 
the space X or only cl A if the space is clear from the context. 
Note that if an &-morphism f is an extremal epimorphism in Y, then f is also 
an extremal epimorphism in d. If Y is a (set-indexed) family of &objects, then 
the 9-coproduct of Y coincides wth the &-coproduct of Y (see [8, 16.2.21). 
2.4. Definition. A filter 9 is said to be N-incomplete (see [5]) provided that there 
exists a family {F,: n E N} c 9 such that n {F,,: n E N} = 0. A filter space (A, a, 9) 
is said to be N-incomplete provided that the filter 9 is N-incomplete. 
2.5. Proposition. For any space X E J& there is a (set-indexed) family {S,: a E A} of 
N-incomplete jilter spaces and an extremal &-epimorphism e: u {S, : a E A} + X. 
Proof. Denote by 9c the FrCchet filter on N. Clearly, N” = (N, w, SC). Let X E &. 
If X is a non-empty discrete space and a an arbitrary element of X, then XU N* 
is an N-incomplete filter space and e: X U N* + X given by e(x) = x for each x E X, 
e(x) = a for each x E N* is an extremal &-epimorphism. Let X be non-discrete 
space and A = {a E X: {a} is not open in X}. For any a E A denote by X, the set 
X -{a} and 9a the filter { lJ n X,: U is a neighbourhood of a in X}. Let %a be the 
filter on X, x N generated by the base {F x G: F E SO, G E SC} and S, = (X, X N, 
(a, w), Y&). It is obvious that S, is an N-incomplete filter space and e,: S, + X; 
(x, y)*x is a continuous map (observe that the map S, + (X,, a, PO); (x, y)++x is 
an extremal 9-epimorphism). Finally, it is easy to check that the map e: U {S,: u E 
A}+ X given by the family {e,: a E A} is an extremal &-epimorphism. 0 
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Denote by 9 the class of all N-incomplete filter spaces. Since any tensor product 
preserves coproducts and regular (= extremal in Op) epimorphisms we have: 
2.6. Proposition. Any tensor product on ti is uniquely determined by its values on 
3 x 3. 
Let X, YE &. Define X < Y if and only if UX = UY and the identity map X + Y 
is continuous. 
2.7. Proposition. Let X, YE ~4, (0, H) b e a closed structure on ti. Then the following 
statements are true: 
(a) 7’he mapjx,:XOY+XCl Y; (x,y)~(x,y) isan &-epimorphism. 
(b) V h,,: X q Y + Xn Y is the &-morphism determined by the morphisms 
h,:XO Y -X0(*)&X, h,:XU Y-(*)0 Y’y\ Y, then for each 
(x, Y) E CJX x DY hXy(x, Y) = (x, Y). 
(c) ff(X, Y)s [X, Yl. 
Proof. The map j,, is evidently separately continuous and therefore continuous. 
Convention 2.3(b) and Theorem 1.1(c) imply that j,, is an &-epimorphism. The 
part (b) follows from Convention 2.3(b) and the part (c) follows from (a) and 
Convention 2.3(b). 0 
2.8. Lemma. Let (U, H) be a closed structure on d, K = (A, a, S), L = (B, b, Ce) filter 
spaces and hKL: K q L+ K fl L the map dejined in Proposition 2.7(b). Put A’= A v 
{a}, B’ = B u {b}. Denote by QKL the set (K 0 L) -(A’ x B’) and by QXL the set 
QKLu {(a, b)]. fien hdQIKJ= {(a, b)). 
Proof. Let t E QKL and hKL( t) = (x, y) # (a, b). Let e.g. y # b. The set A’ x {y} is 
clopen in K x L so that (hKL)_,[A’ x{y}]= (A’x{y}) u X with Xc QKL is clopen 
in K 0 L. Since A’X{y} is clopen also in K 0 L (L={y}UL’ and K 0 L= 
K q ({y}U L’) = (K q {y})U (K 0 L’)), X is a clopen subset of K 0 L. Then the 
mapsf,g:KU L+D,;f(t)=Oforall tEKCl L,g(t)=lforall tEXandg(t)=O 
otherwise are sF2-morphisms, fl A’ x B’ = g 1 A’ x B’ and ff g, a contradiction 
(Theorem 1.1(c)). 0 
Similarly, it can be proved: 
2.9. Lemma. Let K = (A, a, S), K, = (A,, a,, sI), L= (B, b, W, L, = (B,, b,, 3,) be 
jilter spaces, f: K + K,, g: L+ L, d-morphisms with f[A] c A,, f(a) = a,, g[ B] c B,, 
g(b) = b,. Then CfU g)[QdC QK,L,. 
Recall that N* = (N, w, SC), 5Pc is the Frechet filter on N. Let (Ci, H) be a closed 
structure on ~4. First we shall prove that N* Cl N* = N*O N*. 
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Put N’= Nu{w}, QN=(N*O N*)-(N’xN’), Qh= QNu{(o,w)}. Since the 
subspaces (N*ON*)-{(w, w)} of N*ON* and (N*flN*)-{(qw)} of N*nN* 
coincide, the subspace (N* q N*) - Qh of N* q N* coincides with the subspace 
(N*O N*) -{(w, w)} of N*O N* (by Proposition 2.7) and we have: 
2.10. Lemma. Let McN’XN’, (x,y)~N’xN’ and (x,y)#(o,w). Then (X,Y)E 
cl M in N* q N” ifand only if (x, y) E cl M in N*ON*. 
2.11. Lemma. Let there exist M c N’ x N’ such that (w, w) g cl M in N*O N* and 
there is t E Qh with t E cl M in N* q N*. Then there exists a set R c N x N such that 
R = R-t (R is a symmetric relation on N), for each n E N, nR = Rn isfinite and t E cl R 
in N* [7 N*. 
Proof. According to Proposition 2.1 (w, w) E cl M in N*O N* implies that wM, MO 
are finite and therefore closed in N* q N* (they are closed in N*n N*). Thus, 
tEclM’inN*ON*whereM’=M-(wMuMw)cNxN.Since(w,w)~clM’in 
N*O N*, the sets A = {x E N: xM’ is infinite}, B = {y E N: M’y is infinite} are finite 
(see Proposition 2.1). Put X = U {{x} x (xM’): x E A}, Y = U {M’y x(y): y E B}. 
Obviously, (w,w)r6clX, (w,w)Gcl Yin N*flN* and therefore tr~clXuc1 Yin 
N* El N* (hNeN* from Proposition 2.7 is continuous). Hence, t E cl M” in N” q N* 
where M”= M’-(Xu Y). Finally, put R = M”u (M”-‘. 0 
2.12. Lemma ([2]). Let A c N x N be a reflexive and symmetric relation with nA to 
be$nite for each n E N. DeJine a sequence a: N -+ N as follows: a, = 0. Put M, = {k E N: 
thereexistsmEN,m~a,with(k,m)EA}. 7’hena,+,=p+l wherep=supM,,(M,, 
is jinite). Put P,, = {k E N: a,, c k < a,,+, }. Then (P,xP,,,)nA#p) implies that n=m 
orn=m+l orm=n+l. 
Proof. A special case of [2, 2.71. q 
2.13. Lemma. If there exists M c N’ x N’ such that (w, w) & cl M in N*ON* and 
there is t E Q& with t E cl M in N* 0 N” then there exists s E Q;Y with s E cl AN in 
N* 0 N* where AN = {( n, n): n E N}. 
Proof. According to Lemma 2.11 there exist a symmetric subset R c N x N with 
nR finite for each n E N and t E Qh with t E cl R in N* q N*. Put A = AN u R. Then 
A satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2.12 and we can apply it. The maps e: N* + N* 
given by e[P,,]={n} for all nEN, e(w)=w and eO e:N*O N*+N*O N* are 
JB-morphisms and (e 0 e)[A] = B has the following property: For each n E N - {0}, 
nB c {n - 1, n, n + l}, OB c (0, 1). Since t E cl A in N* Cl N* (e 0 e)(t) = t’E cl B in 
N* 0 N* and by Lemma 2.9 t’E Qh. But B = B, u B,u AN where B, c 
{(n+1,n>:n~N},BZc{(n,n+1):n~N}andtherestoftheproofisobvious. Cl 
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2.14. Proposition. If (0, H) is a closed structure on Sp, then for each t E Qh t @ cl AN 
in N* 0 N*. 
Proof. Let there be t E Qk with t E cl AN in N* 0 N*. Put Y = {(N, w, %): % is a 
non-principal ultrafilter on N}. Since the intersection of all non-principal ultrafilters 
on N is 9=, the map e: u {K: K E 9”) + N* such that e ) K is the identity map on 
N’ for each K E Y is an extremal d-epimorphism. Hence, 1 Cl e: N* 0 (u {K: K E 
Y}) = u {(N* 0 K): K E 9”) + N* 0 N* is an extremal d-epimorphism so that there 
existsK=(N,w,~)E~andsE(1Oe)_,(t)~(N*OK)withsEclAlvinN*OK. 
Clearly, s E Q$K. Consider the bijection a( N* 0 K, D2) + d(N*, H( K, D,)); f - 
f”. The map g:N*O K + D,; g[A,] = {0}, g(x) = 1 otherwise, is not continuous. 
The g* is a map N* + H( K, DJ and we claim that g* is not continuous. Suppose 
that g* is continuous. Then there exists a continuous map f: N* 0 K + D2 with 
f” = g*. Put B = f_l(O). B is a clopen subset of N* 0 K with B n (N’XN’) = AN 
(clearly, (0, w) g B). Since s E B, B n QN # 0. Let L = (N, W, Y”) be an ultraspace 
with 7f# 0%. The map i:L+N*; x-x is continuous so that the map h = 
i 0 1: L 0 K + N* Cl K is also continuous. Therefore h_,[B] = C is a clopen subset 
of L q K and, obviously, C n (N’ x N’) = A,,,, C # AN. If AN is clopen in L 0 K, 
then C - AN is also clopen and since C -A, c QN we can define f, g’: L 0 K -+ D2 
with f’ # g’ and f’[ N’ x N’ = g’l N’ x N’ and by Theorem 1.1(c) and Convention 
2.3(b) this is impossible. Therefore cl AN f AN in L 0 K (A, is open) and there 
exists XE C-A, with x E cl A,,,. Put 9 = { Vn A,: V is a neighbourhood of x 
contained in C}. Consider p,: L 0 K a L 0 {*} ‘L, L, p2: L 0 K d11h 
{*} 0 K --k+ K. Put Si = {p,[ V]: VE 9} for i E { 1,2}. Since p,, p2 are continuous, 
p,(x) = pz( x) = w and pl( n, n) = p2( n, n) = n for all n E N, we obtain that 9, = “Ir and 
sz = %. But 9, = .FFz, a contradiction. Therefore g* is not continuous and there 
exists XC N* with w E cl X in N* and g*(w)+? cl(g*[X]) in H(K, Dz). Let W be 
a non-principal ultrafilter on N with X E ‘W, W # 0% and T = (N, w, ‘W) the corre- 
sponding ultraspace. Then the map r: T 0 K + Dz given by r[AN] = (0) and r(y) = 1 
otherwise is not continuous (r* = g*) and there exists z E Q& with z E cl AN in 
T 0 K. Consider the &morphism h,: T 0 K + Tn K introduced in Proposition 
2.7. According to Lemma 2.8, hTK(z) = ( w, w) so that (w, o) E cl AN in Tn K and 
since W f % this does not hold. Hence, for each t E Qk t & cl A, in N* 0 N”. 0 
2.15. Corollary. If (Cl, H) is a closed structure on d and M c N’ x N’, then 
(w,w)&clMinN*ON* impliesthatforeachtEQh tEclMinN*ON*. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.13 and Proposition 2.14. Cl 
2.16. Proposition. The map f: N* 0 N* +N*ON*;f(x)=xforallx~N’xN’and 
f(x) = (w, o) for all x E QN is a continuous map. 
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Proof. Let M c N* 0 N*. Put M, = M n (N’ x N’) and M2 = M-M,. Note that 
M2 c Qh and Qk is closed. Let x E cl M in N” 0 N*. If x E (N* 0 N*) - Qh, then 
x E cl M, in N* 0 N* and by Lemma 2.10, f(x) = x E cl M, = clf[M,] c clf[M] in 
N*ON*. Let XE Qh. If M, f 0, then f(x) = ( w, w)~f[M]cclflM] in N*ON*. 
If M2 = 0, then M c N’ x N’ and by Corollary 2.15, x e cl M in N* q N* implies 
thatf(x)=(w,w)Ecl M=clflM] in N*ON*. q 
2.17. Proposition. For any closed structure (Cl, H) on &, N* 0 N* = N*ON*. 
Proof. The morphism jN*,,,*: N*@ N* + N*U N” is both an &-section (it has a 
right inverse morphism) and an d-epimorphism so that it is an &isomorphism. 0 
2.18. Proposition. For any closed structure (0, H) on & and any non-empty discrete 
space D, H(N*, D) = [N*, D]. 
Proof. Since H(N*, D) s [N”, D], [N*, D] is a first-countable space and 
&(N*, H(N*, D)) = &(N*, [N*, D]) ( i.e. H(N*, D) and [N*, D] have the same 
convergent sequences) it follows that H(N*, D) = [N”, D]. 0 
2.19. Corollary. For any$lter space K and any non-empty discrete space D, zZ(N*, 
H(K, D)) = d(N*, [K, 01). 
Proof. By Proposition 2.18, ,pP( K, H(N*, D)) = i2p( K, [N*, D]) and this (together 
with Convention 2.3(b)) implies that the map &(K 0 N”, D)+ &(K ON*, D); 
fHfOjKN* is bijective. Since 0, q are symmetric the map &(N* 0 K, D) + 
&(N*@K, 0); g-g Oj,,,*k is also bijective and this yields &(N*, H(K, 0)) = 
d(N*, [K, Dl). 0 
2.20. Lemma. Let K = (A, a, 9) be an N-incomplete filter space. Then there exists a 
family {B,: n E N} of subsets of A with the following properties: 
(i) B, # 0 and B, is closed in K for each n E N. 
(ii) If n # m, then B, n B, =@I 
(iii) U{B,: nEN}=A. 
Proof. Easy to check. q 
Now, let (0, H) be a closed structure on ti and D a non-empty discrete space. 
For any N-incomplete filter space K = (A, a, 9) choose a family {B,: n E N} of 
subsets of A satisfying (i)-(iii) of Lemma 2.20, and define a filter 5N on A by 
FE SN if and only if there exists k E N such that for each n E N, n 2 k, B, c F. The 
filter space KN = (A, a, 9,) is a first-countable space so that there exists an extremal 
5-epimorphism (which is also an extremal &-epimorphism) e: ‘(N*) + KN where 
‘(N*) is a suitable Y-copower (= d-copower) of N*. Since the functor 
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H( ., D): tiop+ 54 preserves limits, H(e, 1): H(&, D)-+ H(‘(iV*), D) is a regular 
d-monomorphism and H(‘(iV*), D) . IS isomorphic with H(N*, D)’ (&-power). 
Since H(N*, D) = [N*, D], H(N*, D)’ = [N*, D]’ and [IV*, D]’ is isomorphic 
with [‘(N”), D] we have H(‘(N*), D) =[‘(N*), D]. Since H(e, 1) is a regular 
d-monomorphism it is also a regular Y-monomorphism (A is reflective in Y) and 
therefore a Y-embedding [8, 15.2.3.1. Then it is easy to see that it holds: 
2.21. Proposition. H( KN, D) = [KN, D]. 
Evidently, i: K -+ KN ; x~xandalso H(i, l):H(K,, D)+H(K, D) are&-morph- 
isms. Since H( K, D) = [KN, D], [ K,W, D] is a subspace of [K, D] and H( K, D) G 
[K, D] (see Proposition 2.7(c)) we obtain that H(K, D) is a subspace of H( K, D). 
2.22. Proposition. H( K, D) is a dense subspace of H( K, D). 
Proof. Since ti(N*, H(K, D)) = &(N*, [K, D]) (Corollary 2.19), any sequence 
converging in [K, D] converges also in H(K, D) (to the same limit). Therefore it 
suffices to prove that for any s E H(K, D) there exists a sequence (s,) in H( KN, D) 
which converges to s in [K, D]. Thus, let s E H( K, D), s(a) = d. Put M = 
{x E A: s(x) f d}. For each n EN define s,: K + D by s,(x) = s(x) for all XE M n 
(U {&: 0~ k< n}), s,(x) = d otherwise. Then s, E H(K, D) and it is easy to see 
that the sequence (s,) converges to s in [K, D]. Hence, (s,) converges to s in 
H(K, D). q 
2.23. Proposition. For anyjfter space K and any non-empty discrete space 0, H (K, D) 
is a homogeneous regular space. 
Proof. It is well known that any non-empty set admits a group structure so that we 
can consider D to be a discrete topological group. Let + denotes the chosen group 
operation on D. If for any t, SE H(K, D) we define t@s by (t@s)(x)= t(x)+s(x) 
for all x E K, then (H( K, D), 0.) is a (Hausdorff) topological group. In fact, the 
map f: H(K, D)n H(K, D)+ H(K, DnD); (t, s)++(t, s) where (t, s) 
(x) = (t(x), s(x)) for all XE K is an isomorphism (H(K, .) preserves limits) and 
O=H(l,,+)ojIIfj:D+Disgivenbyj(x)=-xforallx~D,then H(l,,j)isan 
d-isomorphism and for any t E H( K, D) H( 1 K,j)( t) is the inverse of t with respect 
to 0. q 
2.24. Proposition. For any K E 3 and any non-empty discrete space 0, H(K, D) = 
[K, Dl. 
Proof. Choose d E D. According to Proposition 2.23, it suffices to prove that for 
any closed neighbourhood V of o E H(K, D) where o(x) = d for all XE K there 
exists a finite subset E = K such that the set (t E H(K, D): t(e) = d for all e E E} 
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is contained in V. Consider the subspace H(KN, D) of H(K, D) (defined before 
Proposition 2.21) which is dense in H(K, D) by Proposition 2.22. Then V’ = Vn 
H(K, D) is a neighbourhood of o in H(K,, D) (clearly, o E H(K,, D)) and since 
H( KN, D) = [ KN, D] (Proposition 2.21), there exists a finite set E c K ( UK = UK,) 
such that BN( E) = {t E H( KN, D): t(e) = d for all e E E} is contained in V’c V. The 
set B(E)={tgH(K, D): t(e)=d for all eEE} is clopen in H(K, D) and B,(E) 
is obviously dense in B(E). Hence, B(E) = cl(B,(E)) in H(K, D) and since V is 
closed B(E) c V. 0 
2.25. Proposition. For any jilter space K and any L E 2, K 0 L = K 0 L. 
Proof. Let K = (A, a, 9), L = (B, b, 3). It is easy to see that the subspace (K 0 L) - 
{(a, b)} of K 0 L coincides with the subspace (K n L) -{(a, b)} of K n L and it 
implies that the subspace (K 0 L) -{(a, b)} of K 0 L coincides with the subspace 
(K •I L)-Q’,,, o f K 0 L (for the definition of QkL, jKL, hKL see Lemma 2.8 and 
Proposition 2.7). Define a map r: K 0 L +KOL by r(x)=(a,b) for all XEQ;<~ 
and r(x) = x otherwise. We claim that r is continuous. Suppose the contrary. Then 
there exist McKOL and tEQ ;<L such that t E cl M in K 0 L and (a, b) = 
r(t)&cl r[M]=cl MinK@L.ByProposition2.1,thesets Mb,P={xEA: bEc1xM 
in L}, aM, R = {y E B: a E cl My in K} are closed in K, L respectively. Put M, = 
~{{x}x~M:~EP} and M2=U{My~{y}:y~R}. Then the set M’= 
M - (M, u M2 u ({a} x aM) u (Mb x { b})) is clopen in K 0 L and t E cl M’ in K 0 L 
(h,,(t) = (a, b) does not belong to cl( M - M’) in K n L and this implies that 
t & d(M - M’) in K 0 L; see Proposition 2.7(b) and Lemma 2.8). Denote by D the 
discrete space on the set M’u {c}, c g M’. Since M’ is clopen in K 0 L the map 
f: K @ L+ D given by f(x) = x for all x E M’ and f(x) = c otherwise is continuous. 
Now, by Proposition 2.24, &( K, H( L, D)) = a( K, [L, II]) and this (together with 
Convention 2.3(b)) yields that the map d(K Cl L, D)-+&(KOL, II); g++gojKL 
is bijective. Hence, there exists a continuous map g: K 0 L+ D with g ojKL =f: 
Denote g(t) by d. Since t = cl M’ in K 0 L, d E cl g[ M’] = cl M’ = M’ in D. But 
t @ cl(d) in K 0 L and this implies that t E cl( M’ - {d}) in K 0 L and therefore 
d =g(t)~cl(g[M’-{d}])=cl(M’-{d})= M’-(d) in 0, a contradiction. Hence, r 
is continuous and r 0 j,, = 1. Therefore j,, is both an d-section and an d- 
epimorphism (Proposition 2.7(a)) so that it is an &-isomorphism. 0 
2.26. Theorem. If (Cl, H) is a closed structure on non-trivial epirejlective subcategory 
d of 9, then (Cl, H) = (0, [. , .I). 
Proof. According to Proposition 2.25, 0 I.9 X 22 = 0 123 X 2’ and applying Proposi- 
tion 2.6, we obtain 0 =O. 
2.27. Remarks. (a) Note that there exists a topological category which has (pre- 
cisely) two different (non-isomorphic) closed structures without being Cartesian 
closed (see [4]). 
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(b) There is a rich collection of (non-symmetric) monoidal closed structures on 
the category F (see [7]). 
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